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Abstract. Image information content is known to be a complicated
and a controversial problem. We posit a new image information con-
tent definition. Following the theory of Solomonoff-Kolmogorov-
Chaitin’s complexity, we define image information content as a set of
descriptions of image data structures. Three levels of such descrip-
tion can be generally distinguished: (1) the global level, where the
coarse structure of the entire scene is initially outlined; (2) the inter-
mediate level, where structures of separate, nonoverlapping image
regions usually associated with individual scene objects are delin-
eated; and (3) the low-level description, where local image struc-
tures observed in a limited and restricted field of view are resolved.
A technique for creating such image information content descriptors
is developed. Its algorithm is presented and elucidated with some
examples, which demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed ap-
proach. © 2005 SPIE and IS&T. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1867476]

1 Introduction

Recently, we have witnessed an explosive growth of vis
information in our surrounding environment. To access
to retrieve and efficiently manipulate it, one requires app
priate image-processing tools and utilities. It is only natu
to expect that they will be capable of handling images i
human-like manner, that is, in accordance with ima
centric information. Progress in meeting such a requirem
is hindered by lack of specific knowledge about hum
vision system properties~as well as lack of fully utilizing
what is already known of such properties! and the ways in
which effective image processing is actually accomplish
by humans. Such lack of knowledge results in various
hoc solutions, approximations, and misconceptions. O
such misunderstanding is that image information is inse
rable from image data. In lack of appropriate means
image information extraction and management we
forced to handle it in the most primitive and ineffectiv
way—by means of raw image data. That is, by merely
code values attached to the pixels.

Another common misunderstanding is that image
mantics is essentially what we are looking for in an ima
It is well known that different people can perceive one a
the same image differently. On the other hand, ‘‘percept
illusions’’ and various kinds of ‘‘perceptual blindness’’ ar
common for human vision practice. This means that we
what does not really exist in an image and we do not
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what it actually contains. Image information is substitut
with our impression about it or with our interpretation of
This makes visual information a sort of ‘‘virtual reality.’’

The deliberate objective of this paper is to promote
view that image information content is an intrinsic prope
of an image, stand alone and objective. That is, it does
depend on any subjective~human! interaction with it and is
determined solely by the available image data. We sugg
the following definition: image information content is a s
of recursive descriptions of discernable image data str
tures perceived at different visibility levels. Assuming th
the descriptions are created with a syntactically defined
fixed language, the total length of the descriptors can
considered as a quantitative measure of the image c
tained information.

2 Description of Image Contained Information

Our approach to the problem of image information cont
discovery and representation stems from the basic p
ciples of Kolmogorov complexity, also known as inductiv
inference theory, algorithmic information theory, o
Kolmogorov-Chaitin randomness. Such diversity in nam
is due to the fact that similar ideas were introduced in
pendently ~and more or less at the same time! by
Solomonoff,1 Kolmogorov,2 and Chaitin.3 In such a case, a
name like ‘‘Solomonoff-Kolmogorov-Chaitin complexity’
would be more suitable~to give proper credit to all of the
inventors!. But the name ‘‘Kolmogorov complexity’’ has
become far more widely and frequently used. Thus, follo
ing the general preference, we also use it in the subseq
discussion.

Kolmogorov complexity is a mathematical theory d
vised to explore the notion of randomness. Its basic conc
is that information contained in a message~an image can be
considered as a message! can be quantitatively expresse
by the length of a program, that~when executed! faithfully
reproduces the original message.4 Such a program is called
the message description. The original theory deals with
nary strings, which are called objects. Although we u
‘‘objects’’ while meaning ‘‘image objects’’~instead of ‘‘bi-
nary string objects’’! and use ‘‘object information conten
description’’ while meaning ‘‘image information conten
description,’’ such substitutions are tolerable, because
object can be described by a finite string of signs~‘‘let-

3;
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Diamant
ters’’! taken from some fixed finite alphabet. By encodi
these letters in bits~1’s and 0’s! we can reduce every objec
description to a finite binary string.5

Various description languages can be devised and pu
use for the purpose of description creation. It is only natu
to anticipate that a specific language will influence t
length of the description and its accuracy. One of the
portant findings provided by Kolmogorov complexi
theory is the notion of language invariance.5 That is, the
description language, of course, affects the length of
object’s description, but this influence can be taken i
account by a language-dependent constant added to
body of a language-independent description. T
language-independent description actually is the Kolm
orov complexity of an object. It determines the uncon
tional amount of information in an individual object, an
thus can be called the absolute Kolmogorov complexi4

The problem, however, is that this absolute Kolmogor
complexity is ~theoretically! unconstrained and, thus, it i
~practically! uncomputable.

In a moment we shall return to the implications of th
important issue, but now we proceed with further exami
tion of the Kolmogorov complexity insights. To ensure t
effectiveness of object description, the theory specifies
the shortest object description must be contrived at first.
important equivalence between the shortest object des
tion and the simplest object structure is then establish6

This, in turn, induced further developments~introduced to
the theory by Kolmogorov and by his students, coworke
and followers!, such as the notion of a two-part code,7 the
Kolmogorov structure function,8 and the ‘‘sophistication’’
and ‘‘meaningful information’’ notions.9 They can be sum-
marized as follows. To get the most effective descript
code its creation must commence with the description
the most simple object’s structure. The best way to achi
an object simplification is some sort of object compressi
when the existing object regularities are simply squee
out from it.7 The remaining part of the object data, th
structure of which was not captured by the first step, sho
be processed in the same manner—that is, the regular
discernable at the processed simplification level must
squeezed out and the structures observable at this
must be described8 ~encoded!. A hierarchical and recursive
strategy for a description creation is thus evolved. Beg
ning with the simplified and course object structure, t
description is subsequently augmented with more and m
fine details unveiled at different~lower! hierarchical levels
of object analysis and description.

Here, we return to the problem of unattainable low-lev
information content descriptors. Practically, that means
some part of object data would always remain undiscove
and undescribed.5 This would sound less discouraging if w
reinstate our primary practical goal—to discover, extra
and represent the relevant image contained information
deed, not all of the available visual information is actua
required and used in common image-processing tasks.
required level of information details is always determin
by the user’s intention or by the specific tasks at hand.
address this peculiarity and to gain the necessary infor
tion details, we usually resort to changes in their~details!
visibility, as we do with microscope and telescope inst
ments.
01301Journal of Electronic Imaging
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Therefore, we can put aside the problem of descript
level ambiguity and accept the insights of Kolmogor
complexity theory as a paradigm for image informati
content discovery, extraction, and representation. Con
tent with this goal, our proposed approach can be sum
rized as

1. Image information content is a set of descriptions
observable image data structures.

2. These descriptions are executable; that is, follow
them the meaningful part of image content can
faithfully reconstructed.

3. These descriptions are hierarchical and recursive;
is, starting with a generalized and simplified descr
tion of image structure they proceed in a top-dow
fashion to more and more fine information deta
resolved at the lower description levels.

4. Although the lower bound of description details
unattainable, that does not pose a problem for an
fective description creation, because information co
tent comprehension is underserved by fine details

5. In exceptional cases, when detail deprivation is in
propriate, the two-part code principle of Kolmogoro
complexity can be adopted as a solution.

3 Biological Vision Supporting Evidence

The preceding approach to image information content co
prehension significantly deviates from the traditional a
currently used approaches, which assume information c
tent in Shannon’s sense~that means, averaged over th
whole picture space, and not object-related as in Kolm
orov’s sense!. In this case, a search for some supporti
concepts from biological vision would be appropriate.

Currently dominating theories of visual perception ba
cally assume that human visual system begins image in
mation processing at very low processing levels, wh
primitive local features~such as edges, color, texture,
depth information! are resolved and located within an im
age. These features are then arranged in larger and m
complex agglomerations, which are fed into higher bra
centers for further generalization, resulting in a faithful a
accurate image perception. In most contemporary theo
the flow of information processing proceeds strictly in t
bottom-up direction and therefore the approach is known
such—the ‘‘bottom-up approach.’’ Its roots can be trac
back to Treisman and Gelade’s feature integrating theo10

or Biederman’s recognition-by-components theory.11 Its
principal presupposition is that visual properties of an i
age are simultaneously available and can be processe
parallel across the entire visual field. Although never e
plicitly certified, that implies that the whole visual field i
spatially uniformly sensed and is presented to the proc
ing system like a pixel array of a CCD camera. If you kno
from your own experience that your mental image of t
external world is always unexceptionally acute and sha
such an assumption will sound to you quite normal a
natural.

However, real things look somewhat different. The ey
retina has an arrangement where only a small fraction
the view field~approximately 2 deg out of the entire field o
6-2 Jan–Mar 2005/Vol. 14(1)
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Searching for image information content . . .
160 deg, Ref. 12! is densely populated with photorecepto
Only this small zone, called the fovea, is responsible
our ability to see the world sharp and clear. The rest of
view field is a fast descending~in spatial density! place-
ment of photoreceptors~from the fovea outward to the
eye’s periphery!, which provides the brain with crude an
fuzzy impression about the outside world. The initial a
tempts to explain this arrangement assumed that the
tinual eye movements~also known as saccades! might be to
compensate for the lack of the resolution over the vis
field. Eye saccades, thus, for many years became an o
of scrutiny, and not the peripheral vision functionality.

Another assumption was that eye saccades are prim
compensating for the decaying nature of neurons’
sponses, due to their adaptation to constant light illumi
tion. The saccade movement has been seen as a cou
measure against image fading in a fixed eye position an
a means of continuous image refreshment~Ref. 13, p. 253!.
Neither of these explanations challenged the basic pre
position that a complete sensory image is retained ac
each saccade and is fused with the new sensory imag
every eye fixation. The extensive research work in the fi
of visual attention, which elucidates saccade movemen
the prime mechanism for efficient information flow ma
agement~when limited processing resources are sequ
tially directed to the most prominent image parts!, did not
change these assumptions. According to the latest a
tional vision theories, high-resolution~low-level! image de-
tails are resolved after the decision to make a saccad
accomplished and only when the fovea is fixed over a p
ticular ~deliberately selected! image location. This contra
dicts the traditional premise that low-level feature detect
and verification precedes image analysis and decision m
ing. Nevertheless, the most elaborated theory of atten
selection, which is based on an idea of a master salie
map, builds up its intermediate feature maps in a bottom
fashion.14,15

At the same time, evidence accumulated from psyc
physical studies has shown that the primate visual sys
can analyze complex visual scenes in extremely short t
intervals, practically ‘‘at a glance,’’ and that the first signa
reaching the brain are from the eye’s periphery.16 This in-
evitably led to erosion and revision of the domina
bottom-up approaches~which do not permit such short pro
cessing times!. As early as 1994, Schyns and Oliva ha
made a suggestion that visual recognition/categoriza
tasks can use ‘‘express,’’ but comparatively imprecise a
coarse-scale representations, before the fine-scale repr
tations are acquired.17,18 ~Although they themselves refer
ence to an even more earlier work of Henderson19 dated
1992.! Thereafter many publications20–22have continued to
investigate and to elaborate this issue, with results that ‘
in keeping with other findings from humans that glob
properties are sometimes perceived better than local o
and thus might be basic.’’23 Such findings in biological vi-
sion favor top-down input processing as opposed to
traditional bottom-up alternative. This seems to be a m
suitable way of image information content perception a
comprehension.

The term ‘‘top-down’’ processing is ubiquitously used
traditional approaches. The accepted meaning is that to
cilitate appropriate feature selection, some external kno
01301Journal of Electronic Imaging
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edge~usually related to the task at hand or to user-defin
requirements! must be incorporated into the process. Su
knowledge usually comes from the higher~cognitive! brain
levels and that is the reason for the top-down intervent
~or mediation! into the primary bottom-up process.

The use of ‘‘top-down’’ in this paper implies that infor
mation unfolds from its most coarse, crude, and simplifi
form ~at the top representation level, which is the lowe
resolution level! to more specified, enriched, and detail
representation at lower levels. This process is totally in
pendent from any higher positioned cognitive higher lev
as well as from the task at the hand or user’s expectat
~that was already declared previously in the Sec. 1!. Obvi-
ously, their impact cannot and must not be denied. But
interaction with them must take place in another form, p
sumably outside the top-down processing path of our
proach.

Finally, note that biological vision was always an unlim
ited source of inspiration to computer vision designe
However, this fruitful interplay is packed with misunde
standings. One of the most popular is that the eye sees
surrounding world like a CCD camera—with a high an
uniform resolution over the entire field of view. For almo
40 years of computer vision, image analysis was pix
centered and image-understanding processing
bottom-up directed—from pixels to features, from featur
to objects, from objects to a general scene perception
the light of recent biological vision findings such as th
‘‘our conscious experience of a complete visual scene is
illusion,’’ 22 and that the top-down user-independent info
mation unfolding in the visual cortex is a fact, a shift aw
from pixel-centric approaches to new image processing
proaches is certainly expected in computer vision.

4 Creating Higher Level Information Content
Descriptions

4.1 General Considerations

In the previous sections we outlined a general scheme
image information content discovery, extraction, and p
sentation. Now we describe some implementation det
for an algorithm that accomplishes the proposed conce
Its architecture is shown in Fig. 1, and it is comprised
three main processing paths: the bottom-up proces
path, the top-down processing path, and a lane where
generated descriptors are actually accumulated~in a diver-
sity of their representation forms—alphanumeric textu
descriptors, parameter lists, localization maps, etc.!.

4.2 Implementation Issues

According to Kolmogorov complexity definitions, descrip
tion creation must commence with depiction of the mo
general and abstracted~simplified! data structures that ca
be distinguished within an image. To facilitate this requir
ment, we use a hierarchy of multilevel, multiresolution im
age representations called a multistage image pyram24

Such pyramid construction generates a set of compre
copies of the original input image. Each image in the
quence is represented by an array that is half as large a
predecessor. This is usually called a reduce operation
rules are very simple and fast: four nonoverlapping nei
boring pixels in an image at levelL are averaged and th
6-3 Jan–Mar 2005/Vol. 14(1)
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Fig. 1 Block diagram of the proposed higher level descriptors creation.
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result is assigned to a pixel in a higher (L11)-level image.
This is known as a ‘‘four children to one parent relatio
ship.’’ Mathematically it looks like:

gl 11~x,y!5 bgl~2x,2y!1gl~2x11,2y!1gl~2x11,2y11!

1gl~2x,2y11!c/4, ~1!

wheregl 11(x,y) is the gray-level value of a pixel at th
(x,y) coordinate position in a higher (L11)-level image
~the parent!, and gl(2x,2y) as well as its three neare
neighbors are the corresponding pixels~the children! within
an image array at the lower levelL.

At the top of the pyramid, the resulting coarse ima
undergoes a round of further simplification. Several ima
zones, representing perceptually discernible image fract
~visually dominated image parts, super-objects! are deter-
mined ~segmented! and identified by assigning labels t
each segmented piece. Since the image size at the top o
pyramid is significantly reduced and since in the course
the bottom-up image squeezing a severe data averagin
attained, the image segmentation/classification proced
does not demand special computational resources. T
any well-known segmentation methodology will suffic
We use our own proprietary technique that is based on l
level information content discovery process~which is de-
scribed later and also in Ref. 25!.

The technique first outlines the borders of the princi
image fragments. Then similarly appearing pixels with
the borders are aggregated in compact, spatially conne
regional groups~clusters!. Afterward, every cluster is
marked with a label. Thus, a map of labeled clusters, c
responding to perceptually discernible image regions
produced. Finally, to accomplish top-level object identific
tion for each labeled region, its characteristic intensity
computed as an average of labeled pixels. In this wa
second~additional! segmentation map is produced, whe
regions are represented by their characteristic intensitie

From this point on, the top-down processing path
commenced. At each level, the two previously defin
01301Journal of Electronic Imaging
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maps are expanded to the size of the image at the ne
lower level. The expansion rule is very simple: the value
each parent pixel is assigned to its four children in t
corresponding lower level map~a reversed reduce opera
tion!. Since the objects at different hierarchical levels
not exhibit significant changes in their characteristic inte
sity, the majority of newly assigned pixels are determin
in a sufficiently correct manner. Only pixels at object bo
ders ~and seeds of newly emerging objects! can signifi-
cantly deviate from the assigned values. Taking the co
sponding current-level image as a reference~the left side,
bottom-up image in the scheme!, these pixels can be easil
detected and subjected to a refinement cycle. Here they
allowed to adjust themselves to the ‘‘proper’’ nearest neig
bors, which certainly belong to one of the previously l
beled regions~or to the newly emerging ones!. The process
resembles image reconstruction in the Burt-Adelson’s
placian pyramid,26 however, in our case, the exact reco
struction of an image is not required. Our goal is just
simplified image approximation. In such a manner, the p
cess is subsequently repeated at all descending levels
the segmentation/classification of the zero level~original
input image! is successfully accomplished.

It is clear that the reconstructed image is not a ‘‘ju
notified distortion’’ version of the original one. Howeve
for most decision-making purposes~and that is the primary
goal of the biological and machine vision systems! an exact
and detail-preserving image information content desc
tion is irrelevant. The desired level of information details
task and user intention dependent. Moreover, at differ
levels of task planning, different levels of information a
straction are essential, and they are frequently interchan
during even simple task execution. Only in special ca
~medical, scientific, military, fine-art, and a couple of oth
applications! the reconstruction fidelity of the original im
age can be critically important. In such cases, the two-p
coding principle of Kolmogorov complexity can be su
cessfully implemented. This means, the information co
tained in the structures is encoded~described! ‘‘as usual,’’
the random~indescribable! part is preserved and attached
a supplementary residual.
6-4 Jan–Mar 2005/Vol. 14(1)
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Fig. 2 Original image, size 640 3 480 pixels.
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The third constituting part of the scheme is the objec
appearance list, where every image object at every proc
ing level ~just recovered or an inherited one! is registered.
The registered object parameters are the available sim
fied object’s attributes, such as size, center of mass pos
~coordinates!, average object intensity, and hierarchical a
topological relationship within and between the obje
~‘‘sub-part of...,’’ ‘‘at the left of...,’’ etc.!. They are sparse
general, and yet specific enough to capture the obje
characteristic features in a variety of descriptive forms.

We suggest this part of the processing scheme is
most suitable and natural place for external user interac
~a place for the ‘‘classical’’ top-down interference!. User-
defined task-dependent requirements can be formulate
human-friendly and human-accustomed forms, which
provided and supported by the description languages u
The desired levels of description details are transparen
such a list and are easily attended.

4.3 Experimental Results

To illustrate the qualities of our approach, we chose
image of a typical city scene and launched the algorithm
decompose it to its constituent objects~perceptually dis-
cernable visual regions! and to create a list~a hierarchy! of
their descriptions. The original image~in Fig. 2! is the size
of 6403480 pixels, while the usual image size at the t
processing level is approximately 123 12 pixels. This re-
sults ~in the case of this particular image! in a six-level
processing hierarchy~where level zero is the original imag
itself!.

The intermediate processing stages are presente
Figs. 3 to 7. For observer convenience, all intermedi
~consequential levels! results are reproduced at the scale
the original image. From various description forms, ac
mulated in the object list, we chose only the characteri
01301ic Imaging
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intensity maps to be represented in this example. We th
they are perceptually close to a human apprehension
image content, and they are well enough suitable to co
municate the feeling of consistently growing complexity
image information content description.

The scene complexity grows in the following orde
Figs. 3 to 4 to 5 to 6 to 7. The number of objects identifi
at each level~and provided in each figure’s caption! is
given in a cumulative fashion, that is, newly emerged o
jects are added to the early identified ones, and the t
number of objects~at this level! is presented. In this way
the consistency of object labels is preserved via all proce
ing levels.

5 Creating Low-Level Information Content
Descriptions

5.1 General Considerations

As already mentioned, for a long time low-level image fe
tures have been the first and the prime core of interes
both biological and computer vision. Many relevant low
level-processing mechanisms have been developed; m
of them have been significantly reconsidered and impro
with the advent of attentional vision knowledge. Accordin
to the established approaches, low-level~local! image in-
formation is represented by a feature vector, which conta
a number of units associated with local, spatially restric
interactions between neighboring pixels. Because the o
structure that can be perceived at such~local! level is an
edge structure, the features are, essentially, description
edge properties~intensity gradient, its orientation, etc!. The
total number of features usually taken into account may
quite impressive. For instance, 42 features are used in
6-5 Jan–Mar 2005/Vol. 14(1)
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Fig. 3 Level 5 segmentation, 29 objects (regions).
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14, 27 features in Ref. 27, 48 and 60 features in Ref.
That makes the representation~of local information con-
tent! cumbersome.

As usual, it is appropriate to take a glance at wha
going on in biological vision. Although natural evolutio
does not always select the best solution and mostly c
promises at a just fitting one, it is hard to believe that su
a hardly manageable description of local information w
overlooked by natural selection and survived. Indeed, c
01301ic Imaging
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temporary biological vision studies agree that ‘‘this info
mation is coded in a relatively abstract~nonperceptual!
format,’’29 and ‘‘informativeness’’ is hardly a mixture o
attribute features.29 Supporting evidence slowly emerge
Color-independent shape selectivity is reported in Ref.
orientation invariance of neuronal responses is registere
Ref. 31. We incorporate this evidence, which basically c
incides with our intuitive assumptions.
Fig. 4 Level 4 segmentation, 52 objects (regions).
6-6 Jan–Mar 2005/Vol. 14(1)
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Fig. 5 Level 3 segmentation, 101 objects (regions).
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5.2 Implementation Issues

According to the notions of Kolmogorov complexity, info
mation descriptors at any description level must strive
their simplest~shortest! possible form. The idea that~low-
level! information can be measured and can be expresse
a measurable quantity was first introduced by Shanno32

He also cast the logarithmic form of such expression,
cause ‘‘It is nearer to our intuitive feeling as to the prop
01301ic Imaging
s
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measure.’’32 We have ‘‘the intuition’’ that in our case an
other form of expression~description! may be more appro-
priate.

As already mentioned, the only discernable structure
restricted spatial location is just a discontinuity in spat
homogeneity, which is usually called an ‘‘edge.’’ It is
common understanding that two factors must be taken
account when the information content of a local image
Fig. 6 Level 2 segmentation, 186 objects (regions).
6-7 Jan–Mar 2005/Vol. 14(1)
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Fig. 7 Level 1 segmentation, 230 objects (regions).
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rangement is considered. First, a measure of topolog
confidence~or uncertainty! must be evaluated: To what ex
tent does the spatial organization of a pixel and its s
rounding neighbors indeed display an edge structure?
define the first component as topological informati
I top(x,y). Then, the strength of local intensity discontinui
must be evaluated—to what extent does the inten
change at a given position influence edge visibility at t
location?~The term intensity change is applicable to diffe
ent properties of local discontinuity. For the sake of o
discussion, we consider the changes of pixel gray-level
ues. But the same is true, for example, for pixel chroma
properties.! We denote the second component as the int
sity informationI int(x,y). Finally, a measure of local infor
mation content—I loc(x,y)—can be defined as a product
the two constituting components:

I loc~x,y!5I top~x,y!I int~x,y!. ~2!

Here (x,y) are pixel coordinates in an image array.
decrease the computational burden, here and further we
sume the simplest local spatial organization for a pixel a
its nearest neighbor interaction—a 33 3-pixel array cen-
tered at the central pixel position (x,y). ~All information
measures defined earlier are actually assigned to the ce
pixel of an arrangement. That was the reason why in a p
publication we call I loc the ‘‘single pixel information
content.’’25!

The measure for intensity informationI int(x,y) can be
estimated as the mean absolute difference~MAD ! between
the central pixel gray level (gc) and the gray levels of its
01301ic Imaging
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eight neighbors (gn). Only n results that are greater tha
zero are taken into account. Then the intensity compon
of information content can be expressed as

I int~x,y!5
1

n (
1

n

ugc2gnu. ~3!

To account for topological information, the followin
procedure is applied. First, an expression for a pixel’s
terrelationship with its surrounding is defined. We call
‘‘status.’’ This distinguishes between two perceptually d
cernable states: pixels that are at a lower intensity le
than their surrounding neighbors and pixels that are eq
to or higher than their surrounding neighbors. Mathema
cally, status determination would be processed as

stat58gc2(
i 51

8

gi . ~4!

Heregc is the gray-level value of the central pixel, and( gi
is the sum of gray-level values of its eight neighbors. T
shortest status state description~encoding! would be in a
binary form—0, if the subtraction result is negative, and
otherwise. Status is evaluated for every pixel in an ima
and mapped into an image-size status map.

Now, the spatial~topological! interactions of a pixel
with its nearest neighbors can be estimated using this m

I top~x,y!5p~12p!, ~5!
6-8 Jan–Mar 2005/Vol. 14(1)
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Searching for image information content . . .
where p is the probability that the central pixel and th
surrounding ones share the same status~state!. Because the
support for eachI top is defined as a 33 3 matrix, we can
replace probabilityp with the number of neighboring pixel
m that share the same status with the central pixel. Th
correspondingly, must be replaced with the total numbe
the pixels engaged, which in our case~a 3 3 3 matrix! is
equal to 8. Equation~5! can be then rewritten:

I top~x,y!5m~82m!. ~6!

The I top values are computed for each pixel and saved i
special map of the size of the original image. At this tim
using the two intermediate maps, the finalI loc result can be
computed and saved~mapped!. The local image informa-
tion content measure is thus evaluated and saved for fur
usage.

5.3 Experimental Results

A possible effective use of local information content me
sure~descriptor! is elucidated by the following example.
is clear from the previous discussion that peaks or lo
extremes inI loc can be seen as signs of a visible ed
present at a given location. However, establishing a pro
threshold for local extremums was always a hard an
sophisticated matter.

To overcome this difficulty, we propose to gather a c
mulative histogram ofI loc values. At first, the meanI loc

value ~estimated duringI loc computations over the entir
image! is multiplied by 3 and divided into a number o
equal intervals~bins!, which form the horizontal histogram
axis. Then a histogram is constructed~by searching the
whole I loc map! in accordance with the following rule: i
the currentI loc value is greater than or equal to the bin
lower bound, its value is accumulated into this bin coun
As a result, the first bin represents the sum of all lo
information content measures, and histogram normaliza
can be easily accomplished. It is now explicitly visib
what part of the whole ‘‘image information content’’ is ca
ried out by I loc values that are equal to or greater than
particular bin lower bound. This can be used as a thresh
for appropriate image points assignment~marking!. In such
a way, a set of different information content related thre
olds can be established, which can address diversified
related requirements. Figure 8 shows the original ‘‘Len
image and Fig. 9 shows the ‘‘Lena’’ image marked in th
manner. The most prominent image points are marked
dark gray, carrying more than 50% of the whole~low-level!
information content. Less important image parts are mar
in half-gray, carrying between 50 and 70% of informati
content, and the lowest importance image parts are ma
in light gray, carrying 70 to 85% residuals of the inform
tion content.

The proposed technique can be effectively used to cr
more enhanced low-level information content descripto
Since an edge is an abstraction, a symbolic line pla
between two image parts that belongs to neither of th
the common practice of setting up 1-pixel-wide edge ma
ing lines is always a headache and a dilemma. Contem
rary edge localization is problematic and controversial.
01301Journal of Electronic Imaging
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the contrary,I loc-based edge localization certainly outline
edges as two coexisting, closely spaced line pairs. Sinc
edge is an intensity gradient, a sign of lower/higher gra
ent side~already available from the status map ofI top com-
putations! can be attached to each of the lines. In this w
the edge localization problem receives a more ea
achieved solution. A new sort of edge description appe
with a higher descriptive capacity. An example of doub
line edge mapping can be seen in Fig. 10.

Fig. 8 Original ‘‘Lena’’ image with 256 gray levels and
256 3 256-pixel size.

Fig. 9 Information rich image points. In dark gray are marked the
most prominent image parts, carrying more than 50% of the total
information content, half-gray is assigned to less important parts,
carrying between 50 and 70% of information, in light gray are
marked the lowest rank importance parts, carrying between 70 and
85% of information content.
6-9 Jan–Mar 2005/Vol. 14(1)
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6 Conclusions

We presented a new technique for unsupervised image
formation content generation and top-down image deco
position to its constituent visual subparts. Unlike tradition
approaches, which adhere to bottom-up strategies, we
pose a hybrid bottom-up/top-down strategy, which p
duces the simplest~the shortest, in terms of Kolmogorov’
complexity! description of image information content. Th
level of unveiled description details is determined by t
structures discernable in the image data and, thus, is i
pendent from user requirements. We are aware that som
our assumptions and, consequently, the proposed solu
disagree with currently accepted theories and approach
computer vision. Thus, we have provided evidence for th
biologically plausibility.

Despite a seeming similarity to the established multim
dia content description standards, which~like MPEG-7
standard, e.g.! provide means and rules for image inform
tion content creation and schemas for object descrip
design, our proposed approach is principally different:

1. MPEG-7 description creation relies on a bottom-
process.33 This poses extreme difficulties for the in
tial object segmentation/identification. Therefor
such a task is left beyond the standard’s scope.

2. MPEG-7 is not supposed to provide image reco
struction from the descriptions. Analogously d
signed descriptors can be used only for image co
parison and similarity investigation purposes~such as
in content-based image retrieval and other We
related applications34!.

With respect to the standardized techniques, our
proach has palpable advantages. We provide a techn
that autonomously yields a reasonable image decomp
tion ~to its constituent objects!, accompanied by concis
object descriptors that are sufficient for reverse object
construction at different detail levels.

Fig. 10 Edge-localization image map, where dark gray is assigned
to lower intensity sides of the edges, and light gray to the higher
intensity edge sides.
013016Journal of Electronic Imaging
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